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Table / Floor Decoration  

Table Decoration, 3 latex Balloons with weight    £8.99 

Table Decoration, 1 printed with 2 plain (eg Just Married/H/Birthday) £9.50 

Table Decoration, with all 3 printed      £9.99 

Table Decoration, 1 foil balloon with 2 plain latex    £11.99 

Table Decoration, 5 balloons with weight     £13.99 

Table Decoration, 3 foil balloons with weight (Heart, stars, round shapes) £13.99 

Floor cluster 6 latex balloons       £16.99 

Floor cluster 7 latex balloons                  £18.99 

Floor cluster 9 latex balloons                  £22.99 

  

 Arches/Garlands/Columns/LED Numbers 

3ft Exploding Confetti balloon (Helium filled) with balloons & flutter fetti   £59.99 

Single balloon arch (latex) ideal for head table/dancefloor  from   £65.00 

Single balloon arch (latex) ideal for entrance doors/cake table from   £45.00 

Organic Balloon Grab & Go Garland      from   £75.00 

Organic Half Arch       from £125.00 

7ft High balloon column, in 2 colours to create a spiralled effect, topped  
with a large balloon on top         £50.00 

LED Giant 4ft Light up numbers      £50.00ea to hire 

LED Giant 4ft light up numbers with balloon garland over            £150.00  

     

* All balloon décor is supplied on sand balloon weights, upgrades of weights are 

available at an additional cost.  

                      

CUSTOMER SUPPLIED BALLOONS 
 

Customers own latex balloons to fill with Helium    £2.50 
Customers own 18” foil balloons to fill with Helium   £3.50 
Customers own S/Shape or Number to fill with Helium  £8.00 
Customer own 3ft Latex to fill with helium    £35.00 

 
OUR BALLOONS HELIUM FILLED 

 
18” Single Foil Balloon on ribbon and weight    £4.99 

Or 3 for £13.99 
Single standard air-filled balloon     £1.00 
Single helium balloon on a length of ribbon    £2.75 
Single helium printed balloons on ribbon    £3.00 
Silver, Gold, Pink or Blue Foil 34” Numbers    £10.99 
Supershapes        £10.99  
Bubble/Orbz Balloons Personalised    From £28.00 
3ft Giant Balloons plain/Mr/Mrs     From   £39.99 
3ft Gender Reveal Balloons      £39.99 

 
OUR BALLOONS AIRFILLED 

 
Single Number/Supershape Stack     £15.99 
Double Digit Number Stacks      £29.99 
Airloonz filled with Air      From  £14.99 
30” Standup Numbers filled with Air     £6.99 
38” Standup Themed Balloons filled with Air    £9.99 
Table Top Airfilled Centrepieces    From £6.99 

Gifts For All Occasions 

Stunning balloon bouquets     From £13.99 
Gift inside a balloon (gift not included) Irresistible present for any occasion, 
18inch balloon in a box with bow and ribbons   £15.99  
Balloon in a box Helium filled foil balloon in a decorative box  £15.00 
Decorated with ribbons and bows (small presents can be put inside) 

DELIVERY AVAILABLE FROM £3.00 

On a minimum order spend of £15.00 subject to availability 

149B Pack Lane 

Basingstoke RG22 5HN 

T | 01256 819200   E | sales@balloonsforu.co.uk 

 

http://www.facebook.com/eventsforu

